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ABSTRACT 
This note gives a simple method to compute the entries of holomorphic functions 
of a 2 X 2 block or operator matrix which can be written as a product. To illustrate 
this method, the entries are given for the exponential, fractional powers, and inverse 
of such operator matrices. 
If H and K are Hilbert spaces, we denote the space of bounded linear 
operators from H to K by _Y( H, K 1. Our main result is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let B,, C, E ._F(H, K,) and B,, C, E -Y(H, K,). Sup- 
pose f is a function which is holomorphic in an open set D containing the 
spectrum (+(CfB, + C,*B,) and 0. Then 
B,CF B,C,* 
B,C: B,C; = 
where R = g(CTB, + C,*B,) 
g(z) = [f(z) - f(O)l/x. 
f(O)Z + B,RC: B, RC,* 
B, RC: 
I 
f(O)Z + B,RC; ’ 
and g is the holomorphic extension to D of 
Note that when H = @ the operators B,, B,, C,, and C, may be 
identified with vectors in K, or K,. The proof of Theorem 1 follows 
immediately from the lemma below with 
B=[::]. C=[E:]. and K=K,XK,. 
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LEMMA 2. Let B, C E L?( H, K >. Suppose f is a function which is 
holomorphic in a open set D containing u(C* B) and 0. Then 
f( BC*) = f(O)Z + Bg(C*B)C*. 
In particular, the above lemma contains the well-known formula (e.g. [6, 
p. 2641) 
(AI - BC*)-’ = ;[Z + B(hZ - C*B)-k*], (1) 
which holds when A G a(C*B) and A + 0. 
Proof. Let S = a(C*B) u IO}. Then (r(BC*) G S by (1). Clearly f(z) 
= f(O) + zg(z) f- or z E D, so f(BC*) = f(O>Z + BC*g(BC*) by the holo- 
morphic functional calculus [4, $5.21. It suffices to show that C*g(BC*) = 
g(C*B)C*. Since (AZ - C*B)C* = C*(hZ - BC*), it follows that C*(hZ 
- BC*)-1 = (AZ - C*B)-lC* for all A G S. Let I? be an oriented enve- 
lope of S with respect to g(z). Then by Theorems 3.3.2 and 5.2.4 of [41, 
C*g(BC*) = &gcA)C’(rr - BC*)-‘dh 
= &g(A)(AZ - C*B)-‘C* dA 
= g(C*B)C*, 
as required. 
COROLLARY 3. 
I) [ Z + B,RCf B, RC,* = B, RC: I Z+B,RC,* ’ 
where 
R = 2 (C:Bl + W,)” 
n=O 
(n+l)! ’ 
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Let S be a compact set in @ containing 1, and suppose that 0 is in the 
unbounded component of the complement of S. It is not difficult to show 
that there is a simply connected domain D containing S and an nth root 
function 2 + .zlln which is holomorphic on D with 11/” = 1. By the 
functional calculus, any such function defines an nth root for any bounded 
linear operator A on H satisfying (+(A) c S. In particular, when A is a 
positive operator, we may define Ai/” to be the unique positive nth root of 
A. (Existence and uniqueness can be proved by a simple modification of the 
argument for the square root given in [2, Proposition 4.331, or as in [l, 51.) 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that m and n are positive integers and that 1 is 
in the unbounded component of the complement of u<CF B, + C,* B,). Then 
[ 
Z - B,CT -B,C,* m’n 1 [ Z - B,RC: - B,RC; - B,C:’ = Z - B,C; -B,RC:’ 1 I-B,RC; ’ 
where R = +(I - C,*B, - C$B,) and 
1 + 2 + ... +zmpl 
4(Z) = 1 + Zm/n + . . . _tz(n-lh/n. 
In particzdar, when the exponent is i, R = [I + (I - CTB, - C,*B,)1/2]-‘. 
COROLLARY 5. Under the conditions of Corollary 4, 
[ 
I - B,C:’ -B,C; -*In 1 [ Z + B,RC: B,RC; = - B,C: Z - B,C; B, RC: 1 Z+B,RC$ ’ 
where R = (I - CTB, - C,*B,)-“/“+(I - C:B, - C,*B,). In particular, 
when the exponent is - i, 
R = (I - C:B, - C;BJ’“[Z + (I - C:B, - C;B,)‘/“]-‘. 
The following formula is useful for computing inverses. In particular, it 
allows one to deduce Corollary 5 from Corollary 4 (by incorporating R into 
B, and B,). Compare [3, Proposition 21. 
COROLLARY 6. Suppose A is a nonzero complex number outside of 
a(C:B, + C,*B,). Then 
1 
AZ - B,C: -B,C,* -’ 
I [ 
A-‘I + B,RC:’ B,RC,* 
- B,C,* = hZ - B,C; B, RC: 1 K’Z + B,RC,* ’ 
where R = h-l(hZ - CFB, - C,*B,)-‘. 
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Proofs of Corollaries. Corollary 3 follows immediately from Theorem 1 
with f(z) = exp(z). To deduce Corollary 4, put S = a(Z - C*B) U 111, 
and let z + zi/” be an nth root function as described in the comments 
preceding Corollary 4. Take f(z) = (1 - z)‘~/“, and note that R is as 
asserted because g(z) = - 4(1 - z). The proof of Corollary 5 is similar, but 
with f(z) = (1 - z)-“/” and g(z) = (1 - ~)-“~/“~(l - z). Corollary 6 
follows immediately from Theorem 1 with f(z) = (A - z)-‘. It also follows 
immediately from (1). n 
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